Soon after the media exposed the problems related to Foxconn in August 2019, the headquarters of
Foxconn, Hon Hai Precision Industry Co., Ltd. declared a public statement that admitted they violated
related regulations and would fire the factory director and punish the personnel supervisor. Several days
later, the headquarter of Foxconn sent some managers from Chengdu Foxconn to assist in remediation
and investigate the problem here in Hengyang. According to the two photos from the report which
showed several workers stayed in the factory after work, Hengyang Foxconn arranged for people in the
department of security to check the camera footage. It was said that they had checked for the entire 7
days and found out that those two female workers were off then; they froze the frame and investigated
the person who might have taken the picture. Originally, I took the picture as the phone was very secret,
but it was still found. However, Foxconn did not make sure yet, and they retrieved all the browsing
records of my office computer for that period of time and the office video surveillance through
informational techniques, targeting me as a suspect. During that time, I found that my computer was
controlled by someone else remotely while I was operating. I did not think of these at that time and
thought it might be a computer problem which would be solved by restarting it. Afterwards, I saw the
report letter that Foxconn reported shortly after the media exposure, and the report person was Chen
Lin, who was the witness in the verdict letter, and the details of the report were recorded in the case file
materials.
It was about 18:00 p.m. as the work was almost off on August 16, 2019, the section manager of security,
Wang Kaoming came to my desk in front of me and told me people in Human Resources had something
to do for me. He said this with his unnatural expression on his face, and I guessed something might
happen. After following him to the office of Human Resources, I found 4 to 5 police officers inside while I
opened the door, which was asked to close right away as I entered. One of them showed the police
officer’s license, told me he was from JinLongPing police station, and said they needed to talk to me
about something. After saying that, the other two police officers, one on the left and the other on the
right, came over to search my phone and caught me downstairs to get in the police car. Xie Yi from
Foxconn's Human Resources and Chen Lin from the Safety Department also drove over. In the police
station, they forced me to unlock the phone. Two people from Foxconn looked over my information on
the phone, and those photos and email records I deleted were recovered by some means they did. The
two from Foxconn and the police compared those photos on the report while checking his phone. Chen
Lin was excited as he was saying, "this is it, this is it" while he was checking the phone. I did not say
anything during this time. Then they brought me to the interrogation room to take a statement, and
those two from Foxconn were there, too. They did not handcuff me at the beginning until the instructor
(i.e. the head of the police station), Wang Guoping drove over, said that he should be on vacation now
but had to come over for my stuff, and scolded me that I was bold to report Foxconn. He slapped me ten
more times while he was scolding me. At the beginning, Xie Yi in Foxconn’s Human Resource Department
and Chen Lin in the Security Department were there, but after I was slapped, they very consciously
backed out and closed the door. After slapping, Wang Guoping asked JC to handcuff my backhands, and
pulled my hand hard to the back of the chair. The transcript was too different from my actual statement
so I refused to sign, but they handcuffed me to an iron frame for a night. This is what I have said before.
My previous department manager, Yu Gang and the Security Department’s assistant manager, Lei Peng
came over to see me the next day and said nothing but complained that I’ve got Foxconn in trouble. In
the morning, Xie Yi, who was in the Human Resources Department came over to my dorm and searched
all over my stuff, taking something away that he thought might be useful to the police station. For this
reason, he went through my stuff. The warrant was needed before the search by the police. Xie Yi still
argued with me about this, saying that I lived in the dorm so he went through my stuff, so what? In the
afternoon, the police asked Chen Lin from Foxconn to bring me to the bank to print the statement of

those two bank cards that were found in my dorm, to see if I took any benefit. They did not handcuff me
during this time. While the police said printing the statement only for three months, Xie Yi insisted on
printing for one year and I did not agree with that. Later, he printed my statement for half a year, and
checked the condition of my statement of bank cards while we were walking, dedicated to his work more
than the police. They sent me to the police station again in the afternoon, with handcuffs. In the
evening, JC took me to the formal interrogation room in Yanfeng District Bureau of Public Security to take
a formal statement which is the same as the previous one, with a camera. I was slapped when I was
recording and being locked up in the interrogation room for an entire night. They used cold violence to
ignore me when I was shaking in front of an air conditioner and asked them to adjust it. I heard that the
police mentioned that the legal department of Foxconn's headquarters sent some people to Hengyang
who wanted to see me but were rejected by the police. The next day, almost afternoon, they took me
back to the police station. One man and woman from Foxconn’s headquarters human resources and
employees contact department let me sign an agreement, which asked me that I could not release any
information about Foxconn afterwards, or I would be responsible for legal consequences and something
like that. I was taken back to the office after I signed the paper. I also signed another document which
was asked by the police station and said I promise I will come while I am called and stop randomly
moving around. Besides my phone being withheld, other stuff was returned to me. This happened on
August 18.
I went to Foxconn to check in on August 19, but was placed in a small conference room. During that time,
both the human resources and labor unions talked to me and blamed me for exposing Foxconn's
problems, and I did not say anything. During that time, labor unions and human resources including the
factory director who was fired but not left yet also talked to me. They almost complained about me, and
I felt pressured and scared to be retaliated. Once, I walked beside the office and found that an American
who was deployed in Foxconn by Amazon was going through the stuff in the drawer in my previous desk
and searching my pocket on my cloth hanging on the chair. I don’t know what he wanted to find but
since I was unable to take care of myself, I didn't dare to say anything. I heard from colleagues during
that time that Foxconn headquarters have sent a lot of people here, talking about Foxconn will do
whatever it takes to change the negative image of Foxconn, giving all employees free milk and bread
every Tuesday and Friday, starting to clear out illegal employment, and starting operating the increase of
employees’ wages. The few people who knew about me gave me a thumbs up and admired me when I
heard about it from my close colleagues. But within a few days, it was said that Foxconn started to
control information security, you couldn’t bring your cell phone to the office area at work, and the public
disk was not allowed to be used, so many people started to complain about me again.
Every day after work, I went to the police station to understand the circumstances and wanted to take
back my phone. Officers in the police station told me I was fine and the phone would be back to me
soon. I thought it was really okay because I was under the illusion, and I didn't want to tell you more
about what happened to me. The pressure was too much during that period, and later I turned to the
union, asking them to help solve the problem. I meant either you thought I was guilty and arrested me,
or returned the phone back to me to end this matter. I cannot stand the pressure that everything was
pending and undecided. I couldn’t sleep and eat well everyday, and even lost nearly twenty catties (1
catty= 600 grams).
Foxconn's labor union was just awarded as the outstanding labor union in Hunan Province, but in this
illegal recruitment process, knowing Foxconn's illegal behavior, not only did they not intervene to stop it,
but also helped to coordinate dispatched workers and student workers for Foxconn everywhere. When I
approached the union president about my situation at the time, the union always brushed me off. The

union president, Chen Daming also said Foxconn has always done this and what's wrong with it, and
blamed me for reporting Foxconn's illegal problems. They always wouldn’t respond to my issues and say
that these were all addressed by the police station so they had no idea about that. I even fought with
him a few times.
On September 11, Xie Yi from Foxconn Human Resources said that my case had come to an end and
drove me to the police station, where the police returned my phone to me and said I was fine, and told
me not to mess around like this in the future. It was about 5:30 pm when I got my phone and went back
to the company, and called my family to say that I was okay. Who knew that 6:00 pm was not yet, the
police station came to the company to find me, took away my phone on the spot, said my case was not
over and the city Public Security Bureau decided to file a case, and then took me away.
As I got into the police car, Xie Yi from the human resources department also used his cell phone to take
a picture of me being arrested and sent it to the company's leaders to take credit. Soon after arriving at
the police station, I was taken again to the Yanfeng District Branch to make a statement. I knew the
seriousness of the matter, and I refused to sign on the original statement. JC threatened me if I didn’t
sign, they would use the statement on August 16, which I had signed anyways. Later, when I insisted on
not signing, I was persuaded that as long as I signed, I would be given a new statement three days later. I
was scared and deceived by them, and I had no opinion, so I signed again. Then I was sent to the
detention center, which was almost 22:00 pm on the night of September 11.
After I went into the detention center, I was basically cut off from the outside world and had no way to
speak out. After I came out, I learned that in October, almost a month after I was locked up, Foxconn
sent a message to my wife that I had automatically left the company on the grounds that I had not come
to work for almost 30 days. Then there was no relationship with Foxconn and no more information.
On September 10, 2021, the day I got out, I went to the Foxconn factory to find out what was going on,
but Foxconn wouldn't even let me in at the gate, and wouldn't call me to inform the supervisor. Later, I
forced my way into the security room at the gate, and a low-level supervisor from the security section
came and informed the section chief, Wang Gaoming, and the deputy manager, Lei Peng, but both
refused to see me. People under the security section also made fun of me if I was out of jail with no
money and wanted to come over to Foxconn to beg for money? Later, they directly called the police, and
the police station came to know my situation but did not say anything. I was persuaded to leave, and I
had no choice but to go home. I have said these before, and I have recorded evidence.
Of course, all the reports sent for appraisal were definitely provided by Foxconn, including the cost that
was definitely from Foxconn, and I believe that the data in these reports were collated by Foxconn's
finance and management department. Foxconn maintained the information was “the information
obtained by investing a lot of human, material and financial resources in operating the company.”
Moreover, in the first trial, Foxconn also sent a lawyer from the legal department to the court to support
the prosecution's lawsuit, but I scolded him for not being able to say anything, and I interrupted him to
shut up when he opened his mouth. And I believe the second trial ruling court must have found
Foxconn's legal department together with the drafting, because many of them, including confidentiality
agreements and other documents, even I do not know; in addition to their own signed confidentiality
agreements and labor contracts, I have never heard of the other.
I also thought that Hengyang Foxconn was retaliating against me in the first place, because the police
officer who handled the case also said that he would be the first to disagree if they said I was a bad

person. And several police officers were sympathetic to me, but said they couldn't help it, it was
someone who wanted to screw me up.
Also, I have handled a situation, which was that Hengyang Foxconn used the child labor under the age of
16 years old and was reported by Hunan Economic TV. I do not know if you have any impression of this
report, and now the Internet seems to be unable to find either. At that time, Hengyang Foxconn had
written a contact letter, asking the Hengyang city departments to pressure the Hunan’s propaganda
department to delete these negative reports, which should not be accepted by the Hengyang city
departments at that time, but now these reports can no longer be found. I saw this contact letter on the
public disk, but unfortunately I didn't save it at the time. Just know this thing.

